Consultation with Families (6th-8th)

Dear 6th, 7th, etc grade parent,

CAIS is in the process of gaining approval from the San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) to reopen school for on-campus, in-person learning in grades K-8. In order to do so, the school must meet rigorous requirements from DPH, including an on site inspection, that are consistent with the Preliminary Guidance for TK-12 School Reopening.

Please reply to this email by Sunday evening, September 13 if you are in agreement that CAIS should reopen for on-campus, in-person learning in grades K-8 if the school can meet all DPH requirements. You should feel no obligation or pressure to do so, this is simply an opportunity to express your support of the school to DPH.

For an overview of school preparations, please visit the Reopening CAIS section of the school website. In addition to an overview of the school reopening plan, the site contains links to the Head of School Weekly Newsletter, parent information Zoom sessions, and public health documents.

Sincerely,

Grade Liaison

8th Grade Parent Respondents:

Toton, Jennifer  Medeiros, Jose  Lo, My-Nghi
Pan, Rong  Sweet, Andrea  Foley, Chris
Chandran, Shankar  Pfatteicher, Linda  Lee, Kenneth
Clausen, David  Ferguson, James  Fung, Ying
Frazier, Cristina  Wan, Christine  Menon, Surabi
Young, Sandra  Li, Jim  Orlikowski, Daniel
Hsu, Chi-Yuan  Li, Suzanne  Wen, Amelie
Nakakura, Eric  Messinger, Adam  Bryant, Jason
Tseng, Suyi  Powell, Mary  Bryant, Christina
Beer, John  Somsouk, Ma  Wan, Benjamin
Beer, Dori  Somsouk, Jennifer  Wan, Chi San
Burkhardt, Dan  Wee, Rick  Ault, Harry
Liu, Kathleen  Yeung, Sandy  Ault, Roberta
Lee, Darren  Schaulis, Monique  Lui, Fredrick
Molfino, Frederick  Wright, Ben  Tow, Chris
Molfino, Michelle  Lee, Karen  Wang, Justin
Park, Jung  Choy, William  Moy, Candice
Shen, Jamie  English, Joey
7th Grade Parent Respondents:

Sibel Deviren
Vedat Deviren
Elaine Wong
Jonathan Howe
Lisa Tam
Bradley Sugarman
Lisa Babel
Chris Babel
Meghan Carozza
Helene Kocher
Paul Kocher

Karine Serra
Steven Verhaverbeke
Sharon Chen
Doug Cameron
Susan Tang
Karen Lee
Ben Wright
Stephanie Reynaga
Thomas Knudsen
Margot Kong
Todd Edwards

Roberta Ault
Harry Ault
Tim Ryan
Mousumi Das Ryan
Brandon Bastunas
Stephanie
Warren-Bastunas
Oliver Demuth
Aaron Macleitch
Jean Yuan
Craig Smollin

6th Grade Parent Respondents:

Richard Kwee
Fiona Kwee
Denise Lo
Matt Miller
Amy Berger
Brian Berger
Peter Ragone
Erin Francis
Cummings
Heneliaka Trotter
Jerry Trotter
Jeannine DeLoche
Angus Barnett
Jane Choi
Janine O'Neill
Will Choy

Brook Tao
Eric Tao
Nam Doan-Huy
Michael Huang
Jane Guan
Elaine Shen
Tim Shen
Sandra Young
Chi Hsu
Lenny Shaver
Lin Ong
Keri Huang
Rich Wee
Sandy Wee
Heather Madden
Mike Madden

Will Clemens
Monique Schaulis
Matt Werdegar
Helina Au
Michael Wang
Lisa Wang
Edgar Ho
Ana Echániz
Ben Wen
Sung Choi
Lei Choi
Christina Bryant
Jason Bryant
James Ferguson
Christine Wan